Do you hang out with diverse friends? Birds do! Some fly with feathered friends of different species. They help each other forage for food and keep a lookout for predators. Because they spend less time watching for danger on their own, they can gather more grub. Every bird benefits!

Similar to diverse flocks of birds, we can soar with success when people of different races and cultures support each other. Diverse groups can be powerful problem solvers. Having lots of unique viewpoints helps you come up with more creative options. If you’re facing a challenge, try asking people from many backgrounds for advice. You might be amazed at the egg-cellent solutions!

When we all flock together with cooperation and respect, the whole community can take flight and thrive.

“Birds of various species and colors wing their flight and feed together without a trace of enmity or disagreement. Therefore, in the world of humanity . . . all the individual members should manifest unity . . .” —`Abdu’l-Bahá

FIND NINE BIRDS NAMED FOR VIRTUES OF UNITY IN THIS DIVERSE FLOCK.